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Updated: Report of Hawks pursuit of Van Gundy

overstated 

Curtis Compton

By Chris Vivlamore

A report that the Hawks are “aggressively” pursing Stan Van Gundy for the yet-to-be vacant head coach position is inaccurate.

General manager Danny Ferry and his staff continue their efforts to determine the organizational direction of the franchise.
There are numerous decisions to be made this offseason including who will be the head coach and what the roster will look
like next season.
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The Hawks hope to talk to Van Gundy about the head coach position, perhaps in the next few days. They have already sought
his feedback, as well as that from others, about general aspects of the organization.

Yahoo! Sports cited league sources in its report of the Hawks aggressive pursuit of Van Gundy.

Larry Drew, who coached the team the past three seasons and whose contract expires June 30, remains a candidate for the
position. He has been informed of the organization’s plans to seek outside opinion.

"I have great appreciation and respect for Larry and how he led our team this season," Ferry told the Atlanta Journal-
Constitution. "At the same time, it is my responsibility and in the best interests of the Hawks organization to consider all of
our options, and talk with other potential head coaches before making a decision about who will lead our basketball team.
Larry and I have had open communication about this approach. If Larry and I continue to work together, we ultimately will be
a stronger organization because of our discussions and this thorough process."

Spurs assistant Mike Budenholzer, whom Ferry worked with during his two stints in San Antonio, is also someone the team
would like to speak to about the head coach position. Quin Snyder, an assistant with CSKA Moscow, is currently not
candidate as mentioned in the report.

Currently the Nets, 76ers, Bobcats, Pistons and Bucks have head coaching vacancies. Van Gundy, who was reported to be a
candidate for the Bucks, coached the Heat and Magic to the Eastern Conference finals. He led the Magic to the 2009 NBA
Finals.

Van Gundy had a rocky relationship with center Dwight Howard during their tenure in Orlando. The Hawks will pursue the
unrestricted free agent this summer with more than $33 million in salary cap space. The Hawks were interested in obtaining
Howard before he was traded to the Lakers in August. The Magic did not want to deal Howard, from metro-Atlanta, to a
divisional opponent.
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Posted by GrandmasterJeJe at 11:26 a.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

LD remains a candidate? Wow is Sund still the GM??

Posted by GrandmasterJeJe at 11:26 a.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse
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" If Larry and I continue to work together, we ultimately will be a stronger organization because of our discussions and this
thorough process."

SMH

Posted by PatrickLaney at 11:28 a.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

I hope this is true. The ESPN report ended all hope for the vision of this team. The idea of hiring SVG to somehow acquire
Howard or that Quin Snyder is candidate is terrifying. I am all for SVG as long as it is not merely to bring in Howard.

Posted by GrandmasterJeJe at 11:32 a.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

If we played CHI (without their current injured players) in a series with us at full strength and LD as our coach, we'd probably
get swept

Posted by cp229 at 11:36 a.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Yea hearing that LD is still a candidate is not good news. 

I hope this doesn't turn out to be like when the Hawks moved on from Woodson, interviewed all those guys yet hired LD.

Posted by HawksFan84 at 12:15 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Why not pursue Doc Rivers? He is a proven coach and a former Hawk player.

I don't like the idea of pursuing a coach to try and land Dwight Howard. Also, I don' think Dwight Howard will bring the return
on what the Hawks would pay him.

Posted by km42 at 12:42 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

C-Viv, please relay to DF that the fan base is 100% behind him; just drop the notation that LD is stiil a coach of interest. Allow
LD to move on and get someone in here that you have 100% trust in to lead this team out of mediocrity.
LD has performed as well as possible. We simply need a new direction, staff and roster.
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Posted by -OBrien- at 12:48 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Van Gundy, who was reported to be a candidate for the Bucks"

It is also being reported that he turned down the bucks management (as in did not want to be considered)

Posted by knudegard1 at 12:53 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Van Gundy is a prize selection. The others have no NBA head coachig experience which is what we need. Doc Rivers is
under contract.

Posted by clhawksdawgsdirtybirdz at 1:09 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

This is concerning - 
"General manager Danny Ferry and his staff continue their efforts to determine the organizational direction of the franchise."

The final game of the Hawks season was 1 week ago. For a team to state we are uncertain of the organizations direction
can harm a fans/players spirit. 

This is as any other business. 

The point that I am trying to make is regarding 'Transparency'!!

After 1 week,, are you telling your fans/players & coaches..... the organization has not made an effort to pursue players,
coaches, and other important individuals to make this a tier I Team. Looking at GM Danny Ferry's history, I doubt that,
seriously.

Atlanta Hawks/ Atlanta Spirit - Be transparent to your fans and your city! Let us know what's really going on. Trying to hide the
facts hurts, not only the team, but your fans.

Posted by GrandmasterJeJe at 1:18 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Agree with KM. if we miss out on other candidates and stick with LD, that isn't a good look. I guess that's what we did 3
summers ago though

Posted by GrandmasterJeJe at 1:19 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Ferry is seeking feedback on our organization. Wonder if he resigns when he realizes no one really holds this organization in
high regard
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Posted by maconexpress at 1:57 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Van Gundy's last two early exit in the Eastern Conference playoffs(2011-2012) makes him an upgrade over LD? The man
was declining, for crying out loud! This team needs a championship caliber hc. At least Drew could win without a true
center.....on top of that his team was injury riddled. No thank you...keep LD

Posted by GrandmasterJeJe at 2:10 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

SVG was unsuccessful his final 2 seasons in Orlando because their idiot GM Otis Smith traded away Vince Carter (Hawks
killer), Gortat (best backup center in NBA), and other pieces for freaking Gilbert Arenas, who was 3 years past his prime and
other washed up pieces.

SVG's Magic also massacred us in 2009. He is one of the top 3 coaches available right now.

Posted by GrandmasterJeJe at 2:14 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

The Magic incredulously gave away Pietrus in that trade (great wing defender) and reacquired freaking Hedo Turkoglu. We
just had a better team than Orlando 2 years ago. Jameer also was becoming washed up.

We better pry SVG before he inevitably gets recruited by LAC

Posted by Section303 at 2:16 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

I would love to get Stan Van Gundy here as coach. Can only hope there is merit to this yahoo report. I think the guy is one of
the best coaches in the game. 

And, as Grandmaster said, Otis Smith was the killer of the Orlando run, not Van Gundy. Smith just made some brutal, brutal
decisions.

Posted by devounknown1000 at 2:23 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

GrandmasterJeJe - Can the Hawks get D12 if sign Stan Van Gundy ?

GO HAWKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Posted by devounknown1000 at 2:25 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Im not on board for Gundy but if he could bring in CP3 and D12 Then maybe there is a change that is needed.

GO HAWKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Posted by devounknown1000 at 2:27 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

CP3 4YEAR 70MILL

D12 4YEAR 70MILL

JOSH 5 YEAR 65MILL

COACH STAN VAN GUNDY

NBA TITLE

GO HAWKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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